Meeting held over Zoom at 7.30-8.30pm Tuesday 25th January 2022
8 RWG members present and one representative from ERA

Abbreviations : BE - British Eventing; SC - Sport’s Committee, GR RWG - Grassroots Rider Working Group

The chair welcomed everyone to the first meeting of 2022 and informed everyone that our new point of contact at BE was Maria. The chair had been in touch with her and a meeting mid-February to meet with the group has been pencilled in with date confirmation to follow after the next SC. 

A member of the group reported back on the meeting held prior to Christmas to discuss membership loyalty. This was held with members of the GR RWG and Maria, from BE, touching upon topics of membership sales drive, sponsorship, developing roadmaps for qualification pathways and identifying regional training opportunities.

The ERA representative reported that they had met with BE earlier this month to discuss the composition and future of the RWGs as to where they sat within the BE framework. It was redefined as to what we are and how to recruit new members plus group tenureship. 

Future projects of the group involve: creating ‘gold standard guidelines’ from what the riders would like, in order to assist organisers with forming the best product; and creating a ‘handbook for three day events’ from riders’ perspectives. 

We shall pass on to SC that organisers need to update their schedules and event information as soon as possible to help people plan their seasons. This is very important given that we are about five weeks away from the first event. 

The importance of the new FEI app was highlighted and was encouraged to be shared for recording of temperature.

The Intermediate Masters dressage test has been passed by Gill Watson, who has helped create the corresponding markscheme. 

A doodle poll was sent out for the next meeting time ahead of SC.
